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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Correlating Committee on Professional Qualifications 
 
FROM: Stacey Van Zandt 
 
DATE: April 11, 2012 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 1002 ROP TCC Letter Ballot (A2013) 
             
 
In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, attached is the Letter 
Ballot on the Report on Proposals (ROP) for the 2014 Edition of NFPA 1002.  
 
Since there were no TCC Notes only the Letter Ballot Authorizing the Release of the Report is 
attached.   
 
Negative votes are limited to subjects within the purview of the TCC. Opposition on a strictly 
technical basis is not sufficient grounds for substantiating a negative vote. If you do have 
correlation issues please identify and describe your concerns.  
 
Please complete and return your ballot as soon as possible but no later than April 26, 2012.  As 
noted on the ballot form, please return the ballot to Stacey Van Zandt via e-mail to 
svanzandt@nfpa.org or via fax to 617-984-7056.  You may also mail your ballot to the attention 
of Stacey Van Zandt at NFPA, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169. 
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
 
 
Attachment: ROP Ballot Form 
   



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-1     Log #CP19  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Review entire document to: 1) Update any extracted material by preparing separate proposals to
do so, and 2) review and update references to other organizations documents, by preparing proposal(s) as required.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Refer to 1002-2 (Log #CP1) (2.2) and 1002-3 (Log #CP2) (2.4).

The committee has reviewed the entire document and has corrected or updated any of the
reference for extracted material in separate proposals. The committee has also checked and updated cross reference
material to ensure that there is consistency between the extracted material in this document and the most current
editions of documents from which the material has been extracted.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-2     Log #CP1  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471.

NFPA 13, 2007 2010 edition.
NFPA 13D,

2007 2010 edition.
NFPA 13E,

2005 2010 edition.
NFPA 13R,

2007 2010 edition.
NFPA 14, 2007 2010 edition.
NFPA 1001, 2008 edition.
NFPA 1003, 2005 2010 edition.
NFPA 1081, 2007 2010 edition.
NFPA 1500, 2007 edition.
NFPA 1901, 2009 edition

Updating reference materials currency.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

1Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-3     Log #CP2  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revised text to read as follows:

NFPA 1000, 2006 2011
edition.
NFPA 1031, 2009 edition.
NFPA 1710,

2004 2010 edition.
NFPA 1901, 2009 edition.
NFPA 1906, 2006 edition.

Updating reference materials currency.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-4     Log #3  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Glossary of Terms Technical Advisory Committee,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A fire department emergency vehicle used for rescue, fire suppression, or other specialized functions.
A vehicle designed to be used under emergency conditions to transport personnel and equipment,

and to support the suppression of fires and mitigation of other hazardous situations.

This definition, from 1901, is the preferred definition from the Glossary of Terms. Changing to the
preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.
Your technical committee has the following options:
a) Adopt the preferred definition
b) Modify the term to make it unique
c) Request that the Standards Council reassign responsibility for the term
d) Request that the standards council authorize a second definition

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

2Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-5     Log #CP3  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Operate a fire department vehicle, given a vehicle and a predetermined route on a public way that incorporates

the maneuvers and features, specified in the following list, that the driver/operator is expected to encounter during
normal operations, so that the vehicle is operated in compliance with all applicable state and local laws, and
departmental rules and regulations, and the requirements of NFPA 1500, Section 4.2:

The standard document is referenced in Chapter 2. It is redundant information.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-6     Log #CP10  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
The importance of donning passenger restraint devices and ensuring crew safety; the

common causes of emergency vehicle accidents and the recognition that drivers of emergency response vehicles are
responsible for the safe and prudent operation of the vehicle under all conditions; the effects on vehicle control of liquid
surge, braking reaction time, and load factors; effects of high center of gravity on roll-over potential, general steering
reactions, speed, and centrifugal force; applicable laws and regulations; principles of skid avoidance, night driving,
shifting, and gear patterns; negotiating intersections, railroad crossings, and bridges; weight and height limitations for
both roads and bridges; identification and operation of automotive gauges; and operational limits.

Firefighter casualties occur every year as a result of emergency apparatus accidents. Many other
standards have been improved to promote the use of passenger restraint devices and their inclusion in emergency
apparatus. The driver/operator standard should be appropriately reinforced to promote the importance of the use of
these devices. Excessive speeds is often cited in emergency vehicle accidents and the standard should reinforce that
driver/operators should always operate the vehicle at a safe speed given the conditions, urgency, applicable state/local
laws, etc.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

3Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-7     Log #CP13  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
The importance of donning passenger restraint devices and ensuring crew safety; the

common causes of emergency vehicle accidents and the recognition that drivers of emergency response vehicles are
responsible for the safe and prudent operation of the vehicle under all conditions; the effects on vehicle control of liquid
surge, braking reaction time, and load factors; effects of high center of gravity on roll-over potential, general steering
reactions, speed, and centrifugal force; applicable laws and regulations; principles of skid avoidance, night driving,
shifting, and gear patterns; negotiating intersections, railroad crossings, and bridges; weight and height limitations for
both roads and bridges; identification and operation of automotive gauges; and operational limits.

Firefighter casualties occur every year as a result of emergency apparatus accidents. Many other
standards have been improved to promote the use of passenger restraint devices and their inclusion in emergency
apparatus. The driver/operator standard should be appropriately reinforced to promote the importance of the use of
these devices. Excessive speeds is often cited in emergency vehicle accidents and the standard should reinforce that
driver/operators should always operate the vehicle at a safe speed given the conditions, urgency, applicable state/local
laws, etc.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

4Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-8     Log #1  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Sutherland, Rep. Fairview Volunteer Fire Dept.

Delete text to read as follows:
Eliminate the Chapter 5 requirement for the Pumper Driver/Operator to be certified Firefighter I or establish a waiver

option for this requirement.
See the Comment:

Per Chapter 5 of the standard, the driver/operator of a pumper must be Firefighter I, as a prerequisite to becoming a
certified driver/operator of this apparatus.  In my opinion, this requirement is overly restrictive and has unintended
negative consequences for volunteer or “combo” fire departments where the number of Firefighter I and II personnel is a
minority in the department.    My opinion, which should be verified, is that Firefighter I and II personnel are in the
minority in most small departments (especially the small town and rural departments) and a large number of US fire
departments fall into this category.
There are several reasons why the “Firefighter I requirement” should be eliminated or waived in departments where

Firefighter I and II personnel are in the minority:
• A well-trained pumper driver/operator who is NOT a Firefighter I or II resource makes the trained firefighter resources

available to fight the structure fire.  (If your department of 15 firefighters has only 4 firefighters certified at level I or II, you
want them working on the structure fire, not operating the pumper.)
• Pumper operation skills that are part of the Firefighter I curriculum can also be taught as part of Pumper

driver/operator training.  (These pump operation skills are operations such as pump controls and instruments, hydrant
procedures, and hose and nozzle management.)
• There are Pumper skills that are not part of the Firefighter I curriculum, such as proper apparatus positioning, drafting,

relay pumping, and pre-plan operations that have to be taught as part of Pumper driver/operator training.
• In the rural communities, where it is terribly difficult to get enough volunteers to make a fire department viable, the

Pumper driver/operator can be a retired firefighter, elderly, with some physical limitations.  This driver/operator would
never be called on to suit up and attack a burning structure.  (The current requirement would eliminate these resources
from the small departments.)
• Fire departments that cannot or do not conform to this requirement will not be eligible for grant programs that require

conformance to NFPA 1002.  (These are the departments that most desperately need grant assistance.)

The TC believes that the knowledge and skills found under NFPA 1001,
, are necessary for the position of driver/operator pumper.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

TURNO, D.:  I would agree with the submitter that there are times and departments where personnel who operate or
can operate the pumper may not be FF I. However, currently in the standards this issues not been fully addressed and
due to our current times and shortage of volunteers it may need to be. This submission has far reaching impacts other
then just this standard. (1500, 1710 & 1720 etc) I suggest this be resubmitted with suggested text and a review of other
standards where this issue may have impacts. A pump operator may have set through the training and be qualified but
not certified as a FFI.

5Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-9     Log #CP5  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Operate a wildland fire apparatus, given a predetermined route off of a public way that incorporates the

maneuvers and features specified in the following list that the driver/operator is expected to encounter during normal
operations, so that the vehicle is operated in compliance with all applicable departmental rules and regulations, the
requirements of NFPA 1500, Section 6.2, and the design limitations of the vehicle:

The standard document is referenced in Chapter 2. It is redundant information.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-10     Log #CP6  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Operate a wildland fire apparatus, given a predetermined route off of a public way that incorporates the

maneuvers and features specified in the following list that the driver/operator is expected to encounter during normal
operations, so that the vehicle is operated in compliance with all applicable departmental rules and regulations, the
requirements of NFPA 1500, Section 6.2, and the design limitations of the vehicle:

The standard document is referenced in Chapter 2. It is redundant information.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-11     Log #CP7  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Produce effective fire streams, utilizing given the sources specified in the following list, so that the pump is

engaged, all pressure-control and vehicle safety devices are set, the rated flow of the nozzle is achieved, and the
apparatus is continuously monitored for potential problems:

Revised to incorporate JPR format.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

6Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-12     Log #CP8  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Operate an ARFF vehicle, given a predetermined route on an airport that includes the maneuvers listed in

4.3.1, and operation in all aircraft movement areas, so that the vehicle is operated in compliance with all applicable
federal, state/provincial, and local laws, departmental rules and regulations, and the requirements of NFPA 1500,
Section 6.2

The standard document is referenced in Chapter 2. It is redundant information.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-13     Log #CP11  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Maneuver and position an ARFF vehicle, given an incident location and description that involves the largest

aircraft that routinely uses the airport, so that the vehicle is positioned for correct operation at each operational position
for the aircraft.

Requisite Knowledge. Vehicle positioning for firefighting and rescue operations; tower light signals, aircraft
recognition, airport markings capabilities and limitations of turret devices related to reach; and effects of topography,
ground, and weather conditions on agent application, distribution rates, and density.

To make the items consistent and better placement within the requisite knowledge of the appropriate
JPR. [Refer to 1002-17 (Log #CP12)].

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

7Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-14     Log #CP12  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Produce a fire stream while the vehicle is in both forward and reverse power modulation, given a discharge rate

and intended target, so that the pump is engaged, the turrets are deployed, the agent is delivered to the intended target
at the correct rate, and the apparatus is moved and continuously monitored for potential problems.

Requisite Knowledge. Principles of agent management and application, effects of terrain and wind on agent
application, turret capabilities and limitations, tower light signals, airport markings, aircraft recognition, aircraft danger
areas, theoretical critical fire area and practical critical fire area, aircraft entry and egress points, and correct apparatus
placement.

To make the items consistent and better placement within the requisite knowledge of the appropriate
JPR. [Refer to 1002-16 (Log #CP11)].

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-15     Log #4  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher M. Wanka, College Park VFD

Revise text to read as follows:
Produce a fire stream, given a rate of discharge and water supplied from the sources specified in the following

list, so that the pump is engaged, the turrets are deployed, the agent is delivered to the intended target at the correct
rate, and the apparatus is continuously monitored for potential problems:
(1) The internal tank
(2) Pressurized source
(3) Static source Static Source in fire apparatus equipped with drafting capabilities

Revised text to include capabilities of ARFF apparatus. Not all types of ARFF apparatus. Not all types
of ARFF apparatus are equipped with primer pumps, nor are all ARFF vehicles equipped with structural-type pump
panels. These types of vehicles are designed mostly for pump and roll operations, with limited pump operational
capability. Therefore, some potential ARFF operators may not be able to meet this JPR because they do not have the
capability of meeting it. In addition, drafting is not a required pump capability in NFPA 414: Standard for Aircraft Rescue
and Fire-Fighting Vehicles, so if it is not required to be a capability on ARFF vehicles, ARFF driver/operators should not
be required to perform this skill, unless their apparatus is equipped with such a feature.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

8Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-16     Log #CP9  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
Operate an ARFF apparatus, given a predetermined route, off of an improved surface that incorporates the

maneuvers and features specified in the following list that the driver/operator is expected to encounter during normal
operations, so that the vehicle is operated in compliance with all applicable departmental rules and regulations, the
requirements of NFPA 1500, Section 6.2, and the design limitations of the vehicle:

The standard document is referenced in Chapter 2. It is redundant information.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-17     Log #2  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Sutherland, Rep. Fairview Volunteer Fire Dept.

Revise text to read as follows:
Review and rewrite the discussions of the water shuttle.  Have the revision reviewed by folks that have significant

experience with water shuttle.
The annexes discuss a water shuttle operations and describe a 2 dump tank configuration, one tank

for a pumper(s) to draft from and one tank to into which the water tenders dump their loads.  I think this is an inefficient
approach to a water shuttle.  It requires a separate activity to pump water out of one tank into another, or the pumper
has to break its draft and re-establish draft in the second tank.  In my experience (which is limited to mountainous
terrain), one dump tank is sufficient for most structure fires.  A relay pumper drafts from one side or the back of the drop
tank.  The water shuttle tenders drop their loads at the front or other side of the drop tank.  For an extremely large fire,
two drop tanks can be set up, back to back, and interconnected by their drains or a suction device.  One or more relay
pumpers draft from the back tank; the tankers dump into the front tank.  The suction-fed connection between the two
tanks feeds the pumpers.  The goal in either dump tank configuration is to keep the tank(s) as full as possible.  Tankers
can be staged to await their turns to dump their loads.

No recommended language was offered by author to change the annex material. Annex
material is supplemental information and does not restrict other procedures from being developed and used.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

9Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-18     Log #CP4  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete current text of A.4.3.1 and add new text as follows:
The committee's intent is to have the following maneuvers and features accomplished by the driver/operator. The

committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist within the AHJ. The committee considers these
driving situations essential to driver/operator skills.
(1) Four left turns and four right turns
(2) A straight section of urban business street or a two-lane rural road at least 1.6 km (1 mile) in length
(3) One through-intersection and two intersections where a stop has to be made
(4) One railroad crossing
(5) One curve, either left or right
(6) A section of limited-access highway that includes a conventional ramp entrance and exit and a section of road long

enough to allow two lane changes
(7) A downgrade steep enough and long enough to require down-shifting and braking
(8) An upgrade steep enough and long enough to require gear changing to maintain speed
(9) One underpass or a low clearance or bridge

The committee recognizes that each of these situations may not exist in all areas. When possible all
skills are encouraged to be accomplished.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-19     Log #CP16  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete text as follows:
The maneuvers and features specified for this job performance requirement include driving situations that the

committee has determined to be essential. The committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist in all
areas. Where this occurs, those specific requirements can be omitted.

Criteria has been moved to the annex.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

10Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-20     Log #CP14  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete current text of A.8.1.2 and add new text as follows:
The committee's intent is to have the following maneuvers and features accomplished by the driver/operator. The

committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist within the AHJ. The committee considers these
driving situations essential to driver/operator skills.
(1) Loose or wet soil
(2) Steep grades (30 percent fore and aft)
(3) Limited sight distance
(4) Blind curve
(5) Vehicle clearance obstacles (height, width, undercarriage, angle of approach, angle of departure)
(6) Limited space for turnaround
(7) Side slopes (20 percent side to side)

The committee recognizes that each of these situations may not exist in all areas. When possible all
skills are encouraged to be accomplished.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-21     Log #CP17  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete text as follows:
The maneuvers and features specified for this job performance requirement include driving situations that the

committee has determined to be essential. The committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist in all
areas. Where this occurs, those specific requirements can be omitted.

Criteria has been moved to the annex.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

11Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-22     Log #CP15  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete current text of A.9.1.3 and add new text as follows:
The committee's intent is to have the following maneuvers and features accomplished by the driver/operator. The

committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist within the AHJ. The committee considers these
driving situations essential to driver/operator skills.
(1) Loose or wet soil
(2) Steep grades (30 percent fore and aft)
(3) Limited sight distance
(4) Vehicle clearance obstacles (height, width, undercarriage)
(5) Limited space for turnaround
(6) Side slopes (20 percent side to side)

The committee recognizes that each of these situations may not exist in all areas. When possible all
skills are encouraged to be accomplished.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1002-23     Log #CP18  PQU-FFQ

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications,

Delete text as follows:
 The maneuvers and features specified for this job performance requirement include driving situations that the

committee has determined to be essential. The committee recognizes that each of these situations might not exist in all
areas. Where this occurs, those specific requirements can be omitted.

Criteria has been moved to the annex.

Affirmative: 21
7  Edwards, S.,  Friedel, G.,  Hannan, C.,  Miller, I.,  Morse, H.,  Thomas, N.,  Whelan, M.

12Printed on  4/11/2012


